ABOUT US

Aboriginal Beata Terra (Aboriginal Blessed Land) Consortium is proudly a 100% Aboriginal owned and operated company. We have been working very closely over the last 2 years consulting with government, large multinational companies, SMEs and most important of all the communities of regional and remote Australia where massive amounts of infrastructure is being built.

Through this consultation, we have identified barriers that have made it difficult for both the Contractor doing the work and the local Indigenous people to engage with the Contractor. Through our consortium, we can ensure that local people are getting local jobs by utilising dynamic and innovate methods. This in turn helps to feed local economies that are suffering through drought and hard times.

Aboriginal Beata Terra is of the firm belief that the need to improve ATSI critical outcomes of increased opportunities in health, housing and education are all addressed by gaining meaningful, sustainable long-term employment for our people. James has recruited a dedicated, knowledgeable, skilled and very well-connected workforce who can connect your business with local Aboriginal organisations.

ABT is a Supply Nation Certified organisation and thus meets the requirements of Indigenous ownership and management under the Commonwealth Indigenous Procurement Policy.

OUR MISSION AND VALUES

We are committed to championing the economic empowerment of Indigenous peoples through delivery of services, infrastructure, housing, employment, and promoting Indigenous entrepreneurial activities. To do this, we work together and grow awareness around reconciliation and bring out the best in each other.

With the number of infrastructure works throughout Australia, we need to develop a system that enables skill to be transferred from Non-Indigenous companies to traditional local landowners so that they can establish long term sustainable employment and ownership once the infrastructure has finished with local Indigenous people being able to live and work on country. We are focused on maximising client value and providing meaningful project outcomes by leveraging the combined expertise and extensive experience of our in-house team with that of our selected specialist sub-contractors.
Australia’s first national Indigenous law firm, Jaramer Legal, which is a joint venture between Mailman Law and global powerhouse Norton Rose Fulbright, has become a member of Aboriginal Betta Terra.

With an award-winning construction, engineering and infrastructure team in support, and with the ability to provide legal services through a sensitive cultural lens, Jaramer Legal is set apart to provide the right support to our members.

Jaramer Legal covers all legal aspects of construction, infrastructure and environment & planning including reviewing tenders, regulatory approvals, assisting with developing construction contracts including preparation of responses, drafting down-stream subcontract agreements, carrying out fixed price contract reviews for the purposes of tendering on projects, advising on simple and complex joint-ventures, general commercial legal advice including Indigenous procurement policies, corporate and property matters, employment and industrial relations matters, and assisting with major and minor contaminations, extensions of time and entitlements.
Our services include the following core disciplines;

**ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING DESIGN**

Aboriginal Beata Terra Consortium has extensive experience across architectural design and civil, structural and electrical engineering for buildings, structures and civil infrastructure.

Our team of architects, engineers and technicians work collaboratively with specialist sub-consultants to deliver holistic design solutions to a range of sectors including civic, commercial, industrial, tourism, energy and agribusiness.

We focus on cost-effective and energy-efficient designs which assist in minimising both capital and operational expenditure. We utilise ArchiCAD and AutoCAD design software, allowing us to ensure the highest standard of accuracy while enabling the active client and stakeholder communication through project documentation and 3D rendering.

**PROJECT/CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT**

We believe that effective project management is the most crucial aspect of ensuring that projects are delivered on time and budget. Our focus is to provide effective project management to each project that we are involved with, which incorporates communication with clients, contractors and regulatory authorities, administration of sub-consultants and equipment providers, and management of overall project budget and programme.

Our project professionals have extensive experience with management of large-scale construction and development projects and have built strong relationships with contractors, regulatory authorities and sub-consultants around Australia.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY DESIGN AND SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTING

Aboriginal Beata Terra Consortium offers a range of consulting services in the field of sustainability, with a focus on carbon reporting and renewable energy design.

We have developed specific expertise in all aspects of renewable energy, including rooftop grid-connected systems, off-grid and microgrid solar/battery/diesel hybrid systems and large-scale project design.

We ensure that the system is designed to meet the identified need - to maximise the return on capital for a commercial or industrial behind-the-meter system, or to provide a reliable and cost-effective power source for a remote area micro-grid or utility-scale plant.

Our services include:
- Organisational sustainability reviews and plans
- Carbon reporting at a project and organisational level
- Renewable energy project design, engineering and economic assessment for PV solar and wind
- Energy auditing and engineering

ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

Our services include:
- Environmental/planning approvals.
- Environmental impact statements and management plans.
- Environmental noise assessments.
- Environmental auditing.
- Environmental monitoring, sampling and testing.
- Environmental risk assessments.
- Health and Safety management plans.
- Health and Safety audits.
- Occupational hygiene assessments.
- H&S risk assessments.
- Asset protection audits.
- Fire safety system management, including design and installation.

PROJECT DELIVERY

We can deliver projects throughout Australia, and we have experience in the initiation, design, peer review, approvals procurement and liaising with authorities, project management, construction management and development of a range of projects in remote areas and for the benefit of indigenous communities.
Aboriginal Beata Terra have partnered with a 100% owned and operated training company that facilitate these courses and qualifications with access to over 40 full qualifications and 50 Units of competency. We will help members achieve its outcome targets through careful selection and training of willing and suitable candidates for your business.

Through the partnerships we have developed with RTOs, we may be able to access funding to assist in your training needs. Tailored and Worksafe accredited training to suit your company and your specific projects. Onsite and Off-site training as required.

Some of the courses we can arrange and deliver:

- Forklift licence
- White card
- Working at heights
- Confined spaces course
- Skid steer operator
- Excavation operator
- Tipper driver
- Water truck operator
- All Truck licenses
- Crane Operator
- Rigger
- Dogging
- Scaffold
- Verification of Competency

Civil Construction

- Excavators
- Skid steer
- Water Trucks
- Tippers
- Rollers
- Land Clearing
- Wet Hire
- Dry Hire
- Basic labour-hire
- Skilled labour-hire
- Heavy Haulage
- Logistics
- Artwork
- Aboriginal Artefacts
- Meetings with local elders
- Policy guidance
- Specialized training and mentoring

Cultural Specific

- Cultural awareness courses
- Consultation with local LALC
- Cultural land surveys
- IPP and APP Management
- Legal Advise
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

Field Services Capability

Our teams are experienced with both soft and hard rock environments as well as oil & gas facilities. Our skills include but are not limited to:

- Welding
- Metal fabrication
- Heavy vehicle mechanics
- Light vehicle mechanics
- Sandblasting
- Painting
- Ceramic Tiling
- Powder Coating
- Poly Welding
- Fire Proofing
- Crane operators
- Dogman
- Riggers
- Scaffolding
- Tradesman Assistants
- Pipefitters
- Scaffolding
- Silo maintenance
- Rubber linings
- Electrical / Instrumentation Shutdown and Maintenance support

Fabrication and Workshop Capability

Pressure welding, MIG, TIG, Stick or Oxyacetylene welding and can fabricate steel components of all sizes.

- Fabrication of goods and parts
- Maintenance and repairs of equipment and or buildings, sites
- CNC Machining
- CNC water-jet cutting to 200mm
- Laser cutting
- Plate roller 20mmx3m
- Large and small-scale Fabrication
- Fabrication of components
- Repetitive part manufacture/supply.
- Maintenance/repairs-Plant & Equipment
- Installation of equipment/parts
- Equipment/asset inspections
- Installation of equipment or parts
- Estate maintenance
- Equipment and asset inspections
- Manufacture/supply and install plant equipment
- Estate maintenance
- Punch, crop and shear plate
- Beam Manufacturing line
- Section rollers
- Engineering design
- Equipment rebuild/refurbish
- Consumable parts supply/store restocking/management
- Pressure welding
- Riggers
- Dogmen
- Crane operators
- Crane types up to 600 ton
- All required slings, come-alongs and other lifting equipment

Crane and Access Capability

- Large lifts of heavy fixed plant above 30 tons. We provide fully equipped and supervised teams.
- Our lifting team can also provide services for pipe turning and maintenance.
- We supply:
  - Fully equipped teams at extremely short notice
Specialised contracting and consulting services for Electrical, Instrumentation and Hazardous Areas.

**Products & Services**

**Lighting:**
1. Selection and design of lighting layouts
2. Installation and testing
3. High-bay lighting upgrades
4. Lux Surveys
5. Emergency and Exit Light installation and maintenance

**General Power:**
1. Selection and design of power layouts
2. Installation and testing
3. Wiring of new and old buildings
4. Fault finding and power outage rectification
5. Switchboard procurement and fabrication
6. Switchboard upgrades
7. Power Factor correction
8. Testing and Tagging of portable equipment and appliances

**Hazardous Areas:**
1. Hazardous Area Inspections
2. Onshore and Offshore Inspections (TBOSIET and MSIC held)
3. Overseas packages/module verification
4. Certified Installation reports
5. Certified Inspection reports
6. Summary reports - (Corrective actions and recommendations to non-conformance)

**Instrumentation Services**
1. Process Instrument Calibration
2. Instrument and Control Cabling Installation, Testing and Terminating
3. Instrument tubing
4. Process maintenance
5. Operation reports to address Accuracy and suggest rectifications
6. Selection of approved and suitable instruments
7. Monitor and maintain field instruments

**Project Services:**
1. Technical writing
2. Compliance management
3. Shutdown management
4. Labour/Personnel hire
5. Work pack creation
6. Campaign Maintenance
7. Handover Management/Integration
8. Preventative and Reactive Maintenance
9. Critical Function testing
10. Electrical/Instrumentation inspections and Factory Acceptance Tests
11. Equipment and Material Procurement
12. Facility Reliability - Critical spare parts audits and procurement
13. Industrial Maintenance and shift support

**Facilities and Equipment**
1 of 24x12 Electrical Workshop with 2 Offices and Amenities.
2 of Mine Spec 4x4 Dual Cab Utes.
Multiple Electrical and Instrument Test & Calibration Meters.
<5T Cable Rollers/Stands
Cable Winch
Multiple Platform Ladders of Various Sizes.
Equipment to execute most Electrical Projects and Maintenance.
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JAMES STEPHENS
CEO
Aboriginal Beata Terra (Aboriginal Blessed Land) is owned and managed by Proud Wiradjuri Man James Stephens. James is originally from Narrandera and has lived in Western Sydney before returning to the Riverina in the past 2 years.

BEVAN MAILMAN
Senior Executive with corporate expertise in commercial transactions, corporate advisory and corporate structuring in the energy and resources and agribusiness sectors. Considerable experience in remote economic development working with Indigenous communities in Australia and other South Pacific nations.

DAVE JOYCE
Dave’s expertise lies in business management, staff training and development, stakeholder engagement and program design and delivery.